
Company Features:
Showcasing Australia’s finest Windows & 

Doors. Engineered and tested to Australian 

Standards  AS2047 for structural 

performance and weather resistance.

Customized colour design with powder 

coating, anodizing and PVDF surface 

treatment.

Change the way you live

Over 100’s of windows style

A window for every room

WINDOWS &
DOORS CITY

MORE THAN ENOUGH CHOICES

WINDOWS & DOORS CITY
MORE THAN ENOUGH CHOICES



PRODUCT INFORMATION
WINDOWS
Aluminium Sliding Windows
Aluminium Casement 
Windows
Aluminium Glass to 
GlassWindows
Aluminium Folding Windows
Aluminium Awning window

Doors
Aluminium BI-Fold Doors 
Aluminium Sliding Doors
Aluminium Stacker Doors
MDF Internal Doors 
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WINDOWS PRODUCTS
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ALUMINIUM
SLIDING
WINDOWS
Aluminium Sliding windows features two or more horizontal 
sashes fitted with rollers which pass each other horizontally within 
the frame

Features:
Optimises space usage as the sashes slide and don’t open inwards.
Improves ventilation
Ensures smooth sliding motion due to low friction between rollers and 
track.
Covers larger spans through multi tracks and sash options.
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ALUMINIUM
CASEMENT
WINDOWS

Features a sash that is hinged from the side on an outer frame and 

maximum flow of air in the room.

Enable better thermal and sound insulation.
Provide enhanced security through multi point locking.
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ALUMINIUM
GLASS TO
GLASS
WINDOWS

Features a fixed window unit, where the glass panes meet at an 
angle of 90  and are neatly joined together with or without using
any mullions 

Ensures large panoramic view without any hindrances from 
corner posts or joints.
Allows maximum sunlight throughout day
Creates a sense of space and openness by replacing part of 
a wall in a room.
Adds elegance to the home by becoming a design focal 
point.



ALUMINIUM
FOLDING
WINDOWS

Consist of multiple panels of glass hinged together which run on 
track and can be opened up in a concertina style to make a large, 
uninterrupted opening. They’re a popular choice of servery windows

Allows pretty much the entire size of the window to be open, making 
the maximizing air flow.
Hidden hinge design for concise looking.
Strong bottom-mounted roller system makes the window sliding 
smooth and long term operational.
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ALUMINIUM
AWNING
WINDOWS

Aluminium Awning window range are a great way to invite natural 
light and ventilation into your home. They can also be combined with 
fixed lites allowing you to find the perfect window to suit your home’s 
design and aspect. Hinge from the top and opening at the bottom.

Features:
Natural ventilation year-round, with a top hinged design that allows 
air flow even during light rain showers.
Opening chain-restrictions Improved safety of upper storey windows.
Security and insect screens installed within the frame allow Easy 
access to the winder.
Stainless steel winder chains.
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WINDOWS
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

WD55 Aluminium series
Choice of Glass 4mm, 5mm, 6mm and more thick (single glaze)
Choice of double glaze
Option of thermal break aluminium frame also available.

Premium Series:

Commercial Series:

Slim line and extra strong profile series for windows & doors

Elite Series:
WD55 aluminium profile series for windows
WD100 aluminium series for Aluminium doors

Windows & Doors for commercial properties.
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WINDOWS SLIDING SERIES
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DOORS PRODUCTS
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ALUMINIUM
BI-FOLD
DOORS

Are designed for large openings, joins multiple sashes in a unique 
slide and fold mechanism

New generation door, designed for large/unobstructed openings.
Can divide and join spaces effortlessly of any home
Contemporary stylish, Aesthetically exceptional
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ALUMINIUM
SLIDING
DOORS

Are a great solution when you’re trying to “keep appearances” 
contain the budget or work with a smaller doorway. They’re a 
brilliant space-saver requiring zero swing space and a great 
alternative to hinged doors. These doors can be made taller and 
wider by adding more sashes.
Slides back and forth on feather 
touch rollers, with very little 
effort

Ensures hurdle free 
connection to the outside due 
to its extremely low doorsills.   

Provides vast panoramic views 
through its expansive glass 
panes that come without any 
dividers.

Guarantee bigger openings, 
superior insulation & enhance               
security.



ALUMINIUM
STACKER
DOORS

Aluminium Stacking patio door allows you to invite nature inside, 
adding an extra dimension to your living area. Stacker doors use 
multiple sliding panels to provide the largest openings for 
entertaining & ventilation.
Three-panel stacking door 
opens to two-thirds of its width. 
And if you select a bi-parting 
option, it ca span eight metres!
Seamlessly connects your 
home to the great outdoors.
Great for ventilation.
Optional sliding flyscreens 
panels.

Unused internal tracks are 
filled to keep the door sill 
clear from dust and debris.
Can be single or 
double-glazed.
Heavy duty rollers smooth 
operation.
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DOORS SLIDING SERIES
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WINDOWS AND DOORS COLOURS
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INTERNAL
MDF
DOORS

MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) is an engineered wood product 
made from recycled and recovered wood fiber. The durable and 
homogenous construction of MDF resists warping, cracking and 
splitting and outperforms natural wood doors for painted 
applications.

Available in different styles
Available sizes: 520mm or 820mm width and 2040mm
or 2340mm height.
CNC engraved and honeycomb infill doors.
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DOORS HANDLE COLLECTION
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DOORS HANDLE COLLECTION
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WINDOWS & DOORS CITY
MORE THAN ENOUGH CHOICES

Name            : Jasleen Singh
Contact No : 0433032688 
Name : Tripat Ghuman
Contact No   : 0459787644
Address : 1265 Boundary Road Tarneit VIC - 3029
Email : contact@windowsdoorscity.com.au
Website : https://www.windowsdoorscity.com.au


